
Frequency Separation technique is virtually a process of decomposing of 
the image data into spatial frequencies, so that we can edit image details in 
the different frequencies independently. There can be any number of 
frequencies in each image, and each frequency will contain certain 
information (based on the size of the details). Typically, we break down the 
information data in our images into high and low frequencies. 
Like in music any audio can be represented in sine waves, we can also break 
up an image into low and high frequency sine waves. High frequencies in an 
image will contain information about fine details, such as skin pores, hair, fine 
lines, skin imperfections (acne, scars, fine lines, etc.). 
Low frequencies are the image data that contains information about volume, 
tone and color transitions. In other words: shadows and light areas, colors 
and tones. If you look at only the low frequency information of an image, you 
might be able to recognize the image, but it will not hold any precise detail. 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sine_wave


APPLY IMAGE SETUP
1a. Duplicate your Background layer twice: the top layer is the base for the 
high frequency image data and the bottom duplicate is for the low frequency 
image data.1b. Turn off the visibility of the High Frequency layer and selet the 
Low Frequency layer.
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2. With the Low Frequency layer selected, run the Gaussian Blur filter and 
choose Pixel Radius with which all the fine details will be blurred. We turn off 
the visibility of the High Frequency layer, so that we can better see how our 
choice of Pixel Radius affects the entire image. After you've applied the 
Gaussian Blur filter, turn the High Frequency layer's visibility back on. 
3. Now select the High Frequency layer and go Image > Apply Image and 
depending on what color depth you're working in your settings will be as 
follows (click to enlarge): 
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Note that in the Layer dialog you will need to select the layer that contains 
your Low Frequency (blurred) image. In my example it is called just that "Low 
Frequency layer". 
4. Now change the Blending Mode of the High Frequency layer to Linear 
Light and your overall image will look exactly as before you started the 
separation. 
You're set up. I usually also group these two layers, so my Layer stack is 
more organised. 
From this point on, every retoucher and photographer chooses his or her 
preferred tools to work their magic. Basically, we aim to soften and even out 
colour and tone transitions on the Low Frequency layer, without affecting skin 
texture, which was captured and preserved on the High Frequency layer. 
You will normally hear that the Clone Stamp tool or the Healing Brush tool 
with Current Layer Sampling setting and very low Hardness are the tools to 
work on the Low Frequency layer; the same tools only with very high 
Hardness settings are your High Frequency layer tools. 


